DuskCity
Dusk City Metaverse is built based on a very mature background story. This makes us different from other metaverse projects. In addition we want to develop a metaverse with its own uniqueness on the blockchain network through XRP.
We were a group of travelers who visited a place and in the end we settled on that place because of its beauty.

Now we're going to make that city in the metaverse, so that other people can enjoy it with us.
Launch Trustline
Create Twitter
XUMM KYC Verification
Deploy Whitepaper
Launch Website
Presale
Airdrop Snapshot
Airdrop Distribution for All Holders 1:1
Blackhole Issued Account

Big Marketing
Partnership with Big Projects
Coingecko & CMC Listing
Init Metaverse City Dev
Intiate Game Story
Development Onboarding

XLS-20D NFT Deployment City
NFT Landmark Distribution to Holders
Exchange Listing (Bitrue, etc.)
Prelaunch Alpha Metaverse

Roadmap
Tokenomics

- Development: 30%
- Presale: 20%
- Airdrop: 20%
- Marketing: 20%
- Founder: 10%